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Abstract
In this paper we study the gossiping problem (all-to-all communication) in radio networks where all nodes are aware of the
network topology. We start our presentation with a deterministic gossiping algorithm that works in at most n units of time in any
radio network of size n. This algorithm is optimal in the worst case scenario since there exist radio network topologies, such as
lines, stars and complete graphs in which radio gossiping cannot be completed in less than n communication rounds. Furthermore,
we show that there does not exist any radio network topology in which the gossiping task can be solved in less than blog(n−1)c+2
rounds. We also show that this lower bound can be matched from above for a fraction of all possible integer values of n, and for all
other values of n we propose a solution which accomplishes gossiping in dlog(n−1)e+2 rounds. Then we show an almost optimal
radio gossiping algorithm in trees, which misses the optimal time complexity by a single round. Finally, we study asymptotically
optimal O(D)-time gossiping (where D is the diameter of the network) in graphs with the maximum degree ∆ = O( D1−1/(i+1)
logi n
),
for any integer constant i ≥ 0 and D large enough.
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1. Introduction
Broadcasting and gossiping are two fundamental communication problems in networks. In the broadcasting
problem one processor has a message which needs to be communicated to everyone; such a processor is called
the source of broadcasting and every other node to which the message needs to be sent is called the destination
of broadcasting. In the gossiping problem, each node acts as a source and has its own message to disseminate. The
main task of gossiping is to distribute all messages to all nodes in the network.
The efficiency of broadcasting and gossiping algorithms can be characterized by the time complexity, i.e. the
number of rounds required to perform the task. In this paper we focus on minimization of the time complexity for radio
gossiping algorithms that rely on using complete information about the network topology. We call such algorithms as
centralized gossiping algorithms.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work on centralized radio gossiping with arbitrarily large messages.
The communication with arbitrarily large messages means that there is no restriction on the size of messages that
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can be transmitted from one node to another during one transmission round. Thus a node can transmit in one round
its whole current knowledge including all collected messages so far. The centralized communication algorithms are
particularly useful in radio networks that have reasonably stable topology/infrastructure.
1.1. A radio network model
A radio network is a collection of distributed transmitter–receiver devices. The topology of such network can be
modelled as an undirected graph G = (V, E), where nodes in the graph represent devices and undirected edges
represent reachability relationship. In particular if two nodes i and j are within their transmission ranges, i.e. i can
directly send messages to j and vise versa, then i and j are connected by an edge (i, j) ∈ E . We say that vertices
W = {w1, w2, . . . , wh} ⊆ V are neighbours of a node v if for every node w in W we have that (v,w) ∈ E . The
degree of a node w is the number of its neighbours. The maximum degree over all nodes in a network is denoted
by ∆.
Definition 1. The size of the network is defined as the number of nodes participating in the communication process,
and it is denoted by n = |V |.
Definition 2. The diameter of a network corresponds to the diameter of the graph G, that is the longest among shortest
paths between any two nodes in the graph.
Definition 3. We say that a network G has the radius k if k is the smallest integer for which there exists at least one
node in V , such that its distance from all other nodes in the network is less or equal to k. We call all nodes with this
property central nodes with respect to the radius k.
A communication algorithm in radio networks with known topology is understood to be a fixed schedule of
synchronized transmissions performed by network nodes in discrete units of time, called later rounds. During each
round of the algorithm a node is in one of the two transmission modes: in the receiving mode or in the transmitting
mode. If a processor v transmits a message m in round t , the message m is sent to all nodes within its range on
the completion of the same round. However in order to receive a message successfully the receiving node v′ should
have only one transmitting node in its range. Otherwise a collision occurs and neither of the messages is delivered
to v′.
We will consider the following information dissemination problems:
Definition 4. Broadcasting is a communication task in which one (source) node of the network has to distribute its
own generic message to all other nodes in the network.
Definition 5. Gathering is a communication task in which each node of the network possesses a unique generic
message that is to be distributed to some designated (central) node in the network.
Definition 6. Gossiping is a communication task in which each node of the network possesses a unique generic
message that is to be distributed to all other nodes in the network.
During a single round of a communication schedule a transmitting node can send either a single generic message
(its own input message or input message of other node) or any combination of generic messages that were received
so far. Note that the restriction on the size of a combined message can significantly change the time complexity of
a communication algorithm, see [18]. However, in this paper we assume that no bound on the size of a combined
message is imposed.
Definition 7. The total running time of a communication schedule is the number of rounds required to accomplish
respective communication task.
1.2. Survey of previous results
The work on communication in radio networks with known topology was initiated in the context of the
broadcasting problem. Deterministic centralized broadcasting was first considered in [5]. Then in [6] a O(D log2 n)-
time broadcasting algorithm was designed for all n-node networks of diameter D. Gaber and Mansour [16] showed
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that the broadcasting task can be completed in O(D + log5 n) rounds. Very recently, an efficient deterministic
construction for a broadcasting schedule of length D + O(log4 n) was proposed by Elkin and Kortsarz in [15]. Later,
this time was reduced to D+O(log3 n) by Ga˛sieniec, Peleg and Xin in [21]. In [1] the authors proved the existence of
a family of n-node networks of radius 2, for which any broadcasting requires Ω(log2 n) rounds. While it was known
for quite a while [3] that for every n-node radio network of diameter D there exists a deterministic broadcasting
schedule of length O(D log n + log2 n), an appropriate efficient construction for such a schedule was proposed only
very recently in [27]. Efficient radio broadcasting algorithms for various specific types of network topologies can be
found in Diks et al. [14]. However, in general, it is well known that the computation of an optimal radio broadcast
schedule for an arbitrary network is NP-hard, even if the underlying graph of connections is embedded into a plane
[5,30].
The best currently known lower bound for distributed broadcasting in the radio networks is Ω(n log D) due to
Clementi et al. in [12]. The first distributed deterministic broadcasting algorithm in the radio networks was presented
in [14]; however, there were quite restricted on the network topologies, namely, nodes were assumed to be located in a
line, and each node could reach directly all nodes within a certain distance. Several algorithms were developed for the
problem of broadcasting in [7]. One of them operated in time O(n), but was restricted in the case when the underlying
graph was symmetrical. For general directed networks, they gave an O(n11/6)-time broadcasting algorithm, which was
the first algorithm with subquadratic running time. In [8], Chlebus et al. gave a deterministic broadcasting algorithm
with running time O(n1.5) and the same bound was obtained by Peleg using a probabilistic construction. Chrobak et al.
[10] were the first who designed an almost optimal deterministic algorithm in ad-hoc radio networks that completes
the broadcasting in time O(n log2 n), which, based on a selective family, see [7]. Kowalski and Pelc [25] improved
this bound to obtain a nonoblivious algorithm of complexity O(n log n log D). Recently, Czumaj and Rytter [13]
discussed a deterministic oblivious broadcasting algorithm with running time O(n log2 D). All O(n · polylog(n))-
time algorithms (including those in [10,25,13]) are non-constructive. The best constructive algorithm known up to
date is due to Indyk [24], which has the running time O(n1+o(1)).
In [2], the authors showed a randomized broadcasting algorithm running in expected time O(D log n + log2 n). A
faster algorithm, running in expected time O(D log (n/D) + log2 n) was presented in [26], also see [13]. In [28], it
was shown that for any randomized broadcasting algorithm (and parameters D ≤ n), there exists an n-node network
of diameter D requiring expected time Ω(D log (n/D)). It should be noted that the lower bound Ω(log2 n) from [1],
for some networks with radius 2, holds for randomized algorithms as well. This shows that the algorithms from [13,
26] are optimal. In [13], the authors also gave a randomized algorithm that completes broadcasting in any n-node
radio network in time O(n), with high probability. The algorithm improved the best previously known algorithm with
the running time O(n log n) [4].
The centralized gossiping problem for radio networks was not studied until very recent work of Ga˛sieniec and
Potapov [18]. The paper is a study of centralized gossiping problem in case where each node transmission permits
unit (uniform in size) messages only, i.e. the transmission of combined messages is not allowed. The authors proposed
several optimal and almost optimal O(n)-time gossiping algorithms in various standard network topologies, including
lines, rings, stars and trees. It has also been proved that there exists a radio network topology in which the gossiping
(with unit size messages) requires time Ω(n log n).
So far, the gossiping problem was mostly studied in the context of ad-hoc radio networks, where the topology of
connections is unknown, so the communication schedule is not based on the specific topology of a radio network.
Chrobak et al. in [10] proposed a gossiping algorithm working in time O(n3/2 log2 n), which was the first sub-
quadratic deterministic algorithm. For small values of diameter D, the gossiping time was later improved by Ga¸sieniec
and Lingas [17] to O(nD1/2 log3 n). Another interesting O(n3/2)-time algorithm, a tuned version of the gossiping
algorithm from [17] can be found in [32]. The gossiping algorithms presented in [10,32,17] assume that the node
labels are linear in n. Clementi, Monti and Silvestri [12] presented a O(D∆2 · polylog(n))-time deterministic
gossiping algorithm, and subsequently Ga˛sieniec and Lingas [17] showed an O(D∆3/2 · polylog(n)) algorithm. These
algorithms work also in model with polynomially large labels of nodes. A general (dependent only on n) bound on a
deterministic algorithm for gossiping in ad-hoc networks with polynomially large node labels was O(n5/3 ·polylog(n))
due to Ga˛sieniec, Pagourtzis and Potapov [19]. Later, they improved this result to O(n3/2 · polylog(n)) in [20]. A
recent O(n4/3 log10/3 n)-time gossiping algorithm was proposed by Ga¸sieniec, Radzik and Xin in [22], which is the
best algorithm known to date. A study on deterministic gossiping in ad-hoc radio networks with combined messages
of limited size can be found in [11]. The gossiping problem in ad-hoc radio networks was also recently studied in the
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context of randomized algorithms. In [9], Chrobak et al. proposed O(n log4 n)-time Las Vegas gossiping procedure.
This time was later reduced in [29] to O(n log3 n), and very recently in [13] to O(n log2 n).
1.3. Outline of the main results
We start with a proof that in any known radio network of size n, the gossiping task can be accomplished in at
most n rounds. Note that we are interested in the exact complexity (in contrast to the asymptotic complexity) since
the design of an O(n)-time gossiping procedure is rather trivial. The (2n − 2)-time gossiping procedure is based on a
spanning tree T of a graph of network connections. The first stage is divided into consecutive rounds where in each
round exactly one leaf in the tree transmits to its parent and then disconnects from the tree T . Clearly after the first
n − 1 rounds all messages are collected in the root of the tree T . In the second stage all transmissions are repeated,
however, this time in the reverse order and in the reverse direction along each edge.
Our new algorithm is optimal in the sense that there exist radio network topologies including lines, stars and
complete graphs, in which the gossiping task cannot be accomplished in less than n rounds. Furthermore, we show
that there is no network topology in which the gossiping task can be solved in less than blog(n−1)c+2 rounds. We also
show that this bound can be matched from above by constructing appropriate network topology for a fraction of all
possible integer values of n. For all other values of n we propose a solution admitting gossiping in time dlog(n−1)e+2.
We also present an almost optimal radio gossiping in trees, which misses the optimal time complexity by at most a
single round. The second part of the paper is devoted to efficient gossiping in arbitrary graphs (as opposed to the
worst case) graphs. This work is done along the line of research presented in [16], where the authors proposed an
asymptotically optimal O(D + log5 n)-time broadcasting procedure in known radio networks. Clearly, the diameter
D is a lower bound for both the broadcasting and the gossiping problems. In this paper we study a nontrivial class of
graphs in which the gossiping can be done in time O(D), that is the optimal asymptotic time. We first show that the
gossiping can be performed in time (2D − 1)∆ + 1 in graphs with the maximum degree ∆. This result leads to an
O(D)-time gossiping in all graphs with ∆ = O(1). Later we show how to perform gossiping in time O(D) in any
graph with ∆ = O( D1−1/(i+1)
logi n
), for any integer constant i ≥ 0 and D large enough.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. 2-vertex reduction
In any undirected graph G with a radius k and a central node c, we can partition the set of nodes V into disjoint
subsets (layers) N0, N1, . . . , Nk , such that the set
Ni = {v : distG(v, c) = i}, i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , k,
where distG(u, v) stands for the length of the shortest path between nodes u and v in G. In other words, N0 contains
only the central node c, N1 contains all neighbours of the central node, etc.
Definition 8. The minimal covering set Ci is a subset of Ni , such that, every node in Ni+1 is connected to at least one
node in Ci , and removal of any node from Ci does not preserve this property.
The following fact follows directly from the above partition and the definition of the minimal covering set.
Proposition 9. Each node v ∈ Ci is connected to at least one node u ∈ Ni+1, such that u is not connected to any
other node in Ci − {v}.
Definition 10. Four nodes v, v′, w,w′ of a graph G satisfy the reduction property iff (v, v′), (w,w′) ∈ G and
(v,w′)(w, v′) /∈ G and removal of both v and w including their adjacent edges does not disconnect the remaining
part of the graph.
Theorem 11 (2-Vertex Reduction Principle). In any undirected graph G with a radius greater than 1 there are four
distinct nodes v, v′, w and w′, such that, (v, v′), (w,w′) ∈ G and (v,w′)(w, v′) /∈ G and the removal of both v and
w does not disconnect the remaining part of the graph.
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Proof. Let G be a graph with the radius k, where k > 1 and c is a central node, see Fig. 1. Let us construct the layer
sets
N0, N1, N2, . . . , Nk
and the covering sets
C1,C2,C3, . . . ,Ck−1.
Let us consider two cases where |Ck−1| ≥ 2 and |Ck−1| = 1.
First, let us show that for a graph G with the radius k > 1 and the minimal covering subset |Ck−1| ≥ 2 there are
four nodes v,w ∈ Nk and v′, w′ ∈ Ck−1 in G, that satisfy the reduction property.
According to Proposition 9 and the fact that |Ck−1| ≥ 2 we can state that the cardinality of the set |Nk | is greater or
equal to 2 and for any two nodes v′ andw′ from Ck−1 there exist two nodes v,w in Nk such that v (w) is not connected
to any another node except v′ (w′). It is straightforward now that (v, v′), (w,w′) ∈ G and (v,w′), (w, v′) /∈ G. Since
v and w are the nodes from the last layer Nk the removal of these nodes cannot disconnect any nodes in upper layers
N0, . . . , Nk−1. Moreover the nodes in the layer Nk cannot be disconnected as well since each node has a connection
to at least one node from the cover set Ck−1. So the contraction of G obtained by removal of the nodes v and w does
not disconnect the graph.
Let us consider the second case when |Ck−1| = 1. We denote the single node in Ck−1 by e and the set of nodes in
Nk−1 that are not neighbours of e by Yk−1. Note that the set Yk−1 must not empty since otherwise the node c would
not be a central node of the graph G. Now we can match the following pairs: a node v ∈ Nk with v′ ∈ Ck−1 that is e
and any node w from Yk−1 with w′ that is the neighbour of w in the layer Nk−2.
In both cases v and w can be removed and the remaining part of the graph remains disconnected. 
2.2. Optimal broadcasting tree
The optimal broadcasting tree OBT(t), also known as spanning binomial tree, is the largest possible tree in which
the source node can broadcast a message in a given time t in the matching model, see [31]. OBTs can also be seen as
spanning trees in hypercubes formed by the optimal broadcasting algorithm [23].
OBT has the following recursive construction. Having two OBTs of size 2k each: T2k (r1) and T2k (r2) rooted in
nodes r1 and r2 respectively, we can construct a new OBT tree T2k+1(r1) of size 2
k+1 rooted in r1, by connecting node
r2 as a child of r1. Any OBT T2k (r) is partitioned into k + 1 time layers. The root r is at the layer 1, and all other
nodes are at the layers 2, . . . , k + 1. The division into layers is defined recursively as follows: when we combine two
OBTs T2k (r1) and T2k (r2) (with well- defined time layers 1, . . . , k + 1) into a new OBT T2k+1(r1) rooted in r1, only
root r1 stays at time layer 1. Every other node, both in T2k (r1) and T2k (r2), formerly at the layer i is now moved to the
layer i + 1, for all i = 1, . . . , k + 1.
The intuition behind the time layers in OBTs is that during the broadcasting process any node at the level i gets the
message from its parent from a layer less than i in round i − 1, for all i = 2, . . . , k + 1. We also recall here, that in
an OBT tree Tm(r), in which m is not a power of two, some nodes at the lowest layer dlogme + 1 can be missing. In
order to simplify the presentation we will use a term OBT(d) to denote any T2d (∗).
Proposition 12. The broadcasting/gathering in radio network with optimal broadcasting tree topology OBT(d) can
be done in d rounds.
Proof. This fact directly follows from the optimal one-to-all broadcasting algorithm in a hypercube. A detailed
description of the algorithm can be found in [23]. The procedure performs d communication rounds, one along each
dimension of the hypothetical hypercube of size 2d . The number of communicating pairs of nodes in the round i
is 2i−1, where each pair of communicating nodes satisfies to the reduction property. Thus optimal broadcasting in
radio network model can be performed exactly the same way since no collision will occur. Note that the gathering
process is the opposite to one-to-all broadcast. Therefore, we obtain the communication pattern required to implement
gathering by reversing the order and the direction of transmissions used in the broadcasting procedure. Thus, if in the
broadcasting procedure a node v transmits to another node w in round i ∈ {1, . . . , d}, in the gathering procedure the
node w transmits all messages collected so far in round d − i + 1. 
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3. The gossiping algorithm in time at most n
In this section we design a gossiping algorithm that works in time at most n, where n is the size of the network.
First we describe an outline of the algorithm with a pseudocode and then we give a formal proof of its correctness.
The algorithm consists of three main stages: gathering, gossiping and broadcasting. For the gathering stage we
design an algorithm that moves all n messages to some connected subnetwork (of the original network) with radius 1
and the size n − 2k, in exactly k rounds. Then we apply especially designed m-round gossiping algorithm that works
for any radio network with the radius 1 and the size m. Finally, after applying the gathering algorithm that requires k
rounds and the gossiping algorithm in a subnetwork with radius 1 that requires no more than n − 2k rounds, we use
next k rounds to distribute the messages from the subnetwork to all other nodes in the network by reversing the order
and direction of transmissions used in the initial k rounds. This means that the gossiping in any radio network of size
n can be accomplished in at most n rounds.
Let mv be the generic message originated in the node v ∈ V . At any round of the gossiping process Mv will
denote the set of all messages acquired by v until now. In particular, in the beginning Mv = {mv}. The algorithm
for collecting all messages in a subnetwork with radius 1 is based on 2-vertex reduction principle (see Theorem 11).
The principle can be used efficiently since every graph of network connections with the radius greater than 1 contains
four distinct nodes v, v′, w and w′, such that, v can successfully transmit (its current knowledge) Mv to v′ and w can
successfully transmit Mw to w′ in the same round. Also removal of both v and w does not disconnect the remaining
part of the network.
The gossiping algorithm with n transmission rounds
Input: Each node of the network is active and has a generic message;
Output: Each node has all messages.
/* Gathering stage with k transmission rounds */
while the radius of the network with active nodes is greater than 1 do
in parallel
Select two edges (v, v′), (w,w′) ∈ E , such that,
v, v′, w and w′ are four active distinct nodes,
(v,w′), (w, v′) /∈ E and the removal of both v and w
does not disconnect the remaining part of the network
v transmits to v′ and w transmits to w′;
Deactivate v and w with all incident edges;
/* Gossiping stage in a network of radius 1 with n − 2k active nodes */
Identify a central node c;
for each active node v 6= c do
v transmits to c;
c transmits to all its neighbours;
/* Broadcasting stage with k transmission rounds */
Perform transmissions analogous to the first k rounds, where
the transmissions are performed in the reverse order and in
the opposite direction along each edge.
The main result of this section is the following theorem:
Theorem 13. The gossiping task can be solved in any radio network of size n in at most n communication rounds.
The correctness of the algorithm comes as a straightforward consequence of Lemmas 14–16 presented below:
Lemma 14. In any n-node network, gathering of all messages in a subnetwork with the radius 1 and size n − 2k can
be done in k rounds, for some 0 ≤ k < n2 .
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Fig. 1. Undirected graph with a central node c and a radius k.
Proof. By Theorem 11 in any graph with the radius greater than 1 we can choose four nodes v, v′, w,w′ that comply
with the reduction property. During each round the four nodes will participate in communication, where v transmits
to v′ and w transmits to w′. After each round we assume that v and w become inactive until the end of the gathering
process. Thus when after k reduction rounds the radius of the subnetwork with active nodes becomes 1, the size of the
subnetwork is exactly n − 2k. 
Lemma 15. The gossiping in a radio network with n nodes and the radius 1 can be performed in n rounds.
Proof. We show here that in any radio network topology with radius 1 the gossiping algorithm is accomplished in
n rounds, where n is the size of the network. Without loss of generality, we assume that n ≥ 2. According to the
definition of a radio network with radius 1, we know that there exists a central node c which is at distance ≤ 1
from any other node in the network. In this case, all generic messages (apart from the generic message of c, already
available in c) can be transmitted to the central node one by one in n − 1 rounds. When this stage is accomplished
only one extra round is required to disseminate all messages to all other nodes in the network. 
Lemma 16. Dissemination of all generic messages from the subnetwork with n − 2k nodes and the radius 1 to the
remaining part of the network (separated by a sequence of k 2-vertex reductions) of size 2k can be performed in k
rounds.
Proof. The sequence of transmissions used during the dissemination process is as follows. If in the gathering stage
(see Lemma 14) in a round t , for t = 1, . . . , k node v transmitted to v′ and w to w′, then in the dissemination stage
nodes v′ andw′ transmit in round k−t to v andw, respectively. We conclude that after final k rounds of communication
all messages are broadcast to the remaining part of the network. 
4. Optimal topology for gossiping in radio networks
In this section we present a simple argument that radio gossiping cannot be accomplished in less than blog(n−1)c+
2 rounds. We later present a radio network topology in which radio gossiping can be performed in dlog(n − 1)e + 2
rounds.
We conclude this section with a presentation of a much more complex network topology that allows performance
of radio gossiping in blog(n − 1)c + 2 rounds, for a fraction of all possible integer values of n.
4.1. Lower bound
Note that during each consecutive round a number of gathered messages in each node can be at most doubled. This
means that after round i knowledge of any node is limited to 2i original messages. Thus, after initial blog(n − 1)c
rounds of any gossiping algorithm in any radio network topology, none of the nodes has all input messages, since
2blog(n−1)c < n. Note also that during the last round of the gossiping process the only nodes that are permitted to
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Fig. 2. The network topology for the optimal gossiping in time blog(n − 1)c + 2.
transmit, are those who already possess all messages, since a transmitting node cannot receive messages at the same
time. The lemma follows:
Lemma 17. The completion of the gossiping task in any radio network requires at least blog(n − 1)c + 2 rounds of
communication.
4.2. Upper bound
In this section we study the best case topology for radio gossiping.
Lemma 18. There exists a radio network topology in which the gossiping task can be accomplished in dlog(n−1)e+2
rounds, for any integer n.
Proof. Lets define a class of networks with n nodes in which the gossiping task can be accomplished in dlog(n−1)e+2
rounds, for any integer n. Assume that n−1 nodes from the set V form an optimal broadcasting tree OBT(dlog(n−1)e)
with a root r accompanied by an extra node c which is connected to all other nodes in V . According to Proposition 12
the gathering of all messages in the root r of the subnetwork OBT(dlog(n − 1)e) can be done in dlog(n − 1)e rounds.
Thus in order to accomplish the gossiping process we only need two extra rounds. The first one is used to transmit all
messages from r to c and the second one to transmit all messages from c to every other node in the network. 
4.3. Tightening the gap
In Sections 4.1 and 4.2 both the lower and the upper bounds were presented for the most suitable topology for
radio gossiping. Note that the upper bound and the lower bound coincide when n = 2k + 1, for any integer k. For all
other values of n the gap between the bounds is 1. This immediately poses the following question: which of the two:
blog(n − 1)c + 2 or dlog(n − 1)e + 2 is the correct exact bound? In this section we show that the latter one is not. We
propose more sophisticated radio network topology in which, for n large enough, such that, n ≤ 2k + 2k−3 − O(2 k2 ),
the gossiping can be done in time k + 2 = blog(n − 1)c + 2. Thus we are able to construct radio networks with the
best possible gossiping time for all 2k +1 ≤ n ≤ 2k +2k−3−O(2 k2 ) and k large enough, meaning that such networks
exist for a constant fraction of all possible network sizes n.
Consider a network H which is composed of three components, see Fig. 2:
• a tree T1 with a root r1 (and its two exact copies r2 and r3 including adjacent edges);
• a tree T2 with a root h3;
• a group of special nodes: three roots r1, r2, r3, three central nodes c1, c2, c3, and three helpers h1, h2, h3.
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The structure of trees T1 and T2 is based on the structure of the optimal broadcasting tree OBT(d) of size 2d with
d + 1 layers. The nodes in T1 and T2 that transmit in round 1 during the gathering process are understood to be at
layer 1, those that transmit in round 2 at layer 2, etc, see Fig. 2. Thus, layers in the trees T1 and T2 are enumerated
in the reverse order, comparing to the numbering of layers in standard OBTs defined in Section 2.2. The tree T1 is
obtained from OBT(k) by a deletion of three sets of nodes D1, D2, D3 (to be defined later) and all edges connected to
them. The tree T2 is obtained from OBT(k − 3) by a deletion of two sets of nodes D4, D5 and all edges connected to
these nodes. The main reason for the sets D1 through D5 removal is to avoid any collisions in rounds when the special
nodes act, i.e. when they transmit or listen. The content of each Di , for i = 1, . . . , 5 is defined as follows:
• D1 is a set of leaves in T1 that are children of nodes at layers ( k2 + 1), . . . , k − 1;• D2 is a set of nodes, from layers 1, 2, 3 and 4 in T1 that belong to subtrees rooted in children and grandchildren of
the root r1;
• D3 is a set of nodes of a subtree of T1 rooted in node d1, where d1 is a child of the root r1 at layer k/2;
• D4 contains three nodes in T2: two children x1 and x2 of the root h3 at layer 1 and 2 respectively, and the child of
x2 at layer 1;
• D5 is a set of nodes in T2 that form a subtree rooted in node d2, where d2 is a child of the root h3 at layer k/2.
Another important component of the network is a set of special nodes. This set includes the root r1 of T1 and its
entirely equivalent copies r2 and r3, which are connected to the same nodes (as r1 is) in the tree T1. Additionally, the
roots r1, r2 and r3 are mutually connected. The roots will be used to send messages collected from the tree T1 to the
central nodes c1, c2 and c3 during the same round k + 1.
The set of special nodes includes also three central nodes c1, c2 and c3, which are directly connected to all other
nodes in the network H . In fact, the direct connections from the central nodes form a partition of other nodes. It means
that after we gather all messages in each of the nodes c1, c2 and c3, we are able to distribute the messages to all other
nodes (to complete the gossiping process) in a single round. We show later how to inform all central nodes in at most
k+1 rounds. In particular, the centre c1 is connected to all nodes in T1 at layers 2, . . . , k2 , to the root r1, and the helper
h1. The center c2 is connected to all nodes in T1 at layer 1 and layers ( k2 + 1), . . . , (k − 1), the root r2, and the helper
h2. The centre c3 is connected to all nodes in T2 (including the helper h3), the child of the root in T1 at layer k, and
the root r3.
The last group of special nodes contains three helpers h1, h2 and h3, where h3 is the root of T2. They are mutually
connected and their purpose is to exchange original messages from the central nodes and to acquire messages gathered
in the tree T2.
Once the construction of the network H is completed we show that gossiping in H can be performed in
k + 2 = blog(n − 1)c + 2 rounds. The expression a → b, c, d, . . . is used to denote that a node a sends its current
knowledge to nodes b, c, d, . . . and W1||W2 means that transmissions W1 and W2 are performed simultaneously.
Rounds Transmissions
(1) c2 → h2 || c3 → h3 || (all nodes at layer 1 in T1 transmit)
(2) r1 → r2, r3 || h2 → h3, h1 ||
(all nodes at layer 2 in T1 transmit) || (all nodes at layer 1 in T2 transmit)
(3) r2 → r1, r3 || (all nodes at layer 3 in T1 transmit) ||
(all nodes at layer 2 in T2 transmit)
(4) r3 → r1, r2 || (all nodes at layer 4 in T1 transmit) ||
(all nodes at layer 3 in T2 transmit)
...
( k2 ) c1 → h1 || (all nodes at layer k2 in T1 transmit) ||
(all nodes at layer k2 − 1 in T2 transmit)
( k2 + 1) h1 → h2, h3 || (all nodes at layer k2 + 1 in T1 transmit) ||
(all nodes at layer k2 in T2 transmit)
...
(k − 2) (all nodes at layer k − 2 in T1 transmit) ||
(all nodes at layer k − 3 in T2 transmit)
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(k − 1) h3 → c3 || h3 → h2 || h3 → h1 || (all nodes at layer k − 1 in T1 transmit)
(k) h1 → c1 || h2 → c2 || (a node at layer k in T1 transmits to r1, r2 and r3)
(k + 1) r1 → c1 || r2 → c2 || r3 → c3
(k + 2) c1, c2, c3 transmit to all their neighbours.
During the gossiping process (in the network H ) we first collect all messages in central nodes c1, c2 and c3 in time
k + 1 = blog(n − 1)c + 1. Note that the removal of sets D1 through D5 is done to avoid collisions in a situation
when special nodes transmit or listen. The loss of nodes caused by removal of the sets D1, D2 and D3 from T1 is
compensated by the nodes available in the tree T2. In fact, the size of H formed of trees T1 and T2 and a few more
special nodes is 2k + 2k−3 − O(2k/2). This is due to the fact that the cardinality of each Di , for i = 1, . . . , 5 is
O(2k/2). The following lemma holds:
Lemma 19. There exists a radio network topology in which the gossiping task can be completed in blog(n − 1)c + 2
rounds, for any integer n = 2k + 2k−3 − O(2k/2), and k large enough.
In particular, we conclude that we know how to build the optimal (in terms of gossiping) radio network topology
for a fraction of all integer values of n.
5. Almost optimal gossiping in trees
In this section we present a gossiping algorithm for a tree topology, which misses the optimal gossiping time by at
most one round.
In the tree gossiping algorithm for a tree topology we first gather all messages in the selected node c (center) and
then we distribute all messages (as one combined message) using a naive broadcasting procedure, where all nodes at
a distance i from the root transmit in a round i . Note that the time complexity of radio broadcasting from the node
c to all other nodes in the tree is equal to the eccentricity of c in the tree. Though, this is rather naive procedure it is
also optimal. We also show that the gathering stage can be executed in the optimal time. Our gathering algorithm is
based on the minimal broadcasting time schedule in trees which is computable in the matching model in polynomial
time [31]. In a gathering procedure, the sequence of broadcast transmissions is reversed in time and each transmission
changes its direction. More precisely, the sequence of transmissions in optimal broadcasting in trees (in matching
model) is defined as follows: any node v that gets the broadcast message from its parent in round i (and this is the only
time when v gets a message), it informs its k children c1, . . . , ck , one by one, in the following consecutive k rounds:
i + 1, . . . , i + k. These are the only rounds in which the node v transmits. Analogously, in case of our gathering
procedure any node v (apart from the root r ) transmits to its parent a combined message (containing all messages
from T (v), where T (v) stands for a subtree rooted in v) in round b− i + 1, which is preceded by transmissions from
its children ck, . . . , c1, one by one, in k consecutive rounds b − (i + k)+ 1, . . . , b − (i + 1)+ 1.
We show that our algorithm performs the task of collecting all messages in the root r in time b. The proof is done
by induction. Since the whole broadcasting process takes time b, the time available for broadcasting in tree T (v) is
bounded by b − i and the time available for broadcasting in each T (c j ), where c j is the j th child of v, is bounded
by b − (i + j), for j = 1, . . . , k. Thus, by the inductive assumption the time b − (i + j) suffices also to collect all
messages from T (c j ) in its root c j . And since node v (the parent of c j ) expects message delivery from c j exactly at
the round b − (i + j) + 1, all Tc j messages collected in c j will be successfully transmitted to v. And the node v is
ready for the transmission to its parent in round b − i .
We show now that the above gathering algorithm is optimal. The proof is done by contradiction. Lets assume that
there exists another more efficient gathering procedure, and that it takes strictly less than b rounds to accomplish the
gathering task. We show that this gathering procedure can be translated into a broadcasting procedure (in matching
model) without any time overhead.
First note that any transmission in round i from node v in the gathering process is useful (in terms of informing the
parent of v) if it carries all messages from T (v). Otherwise node v is forced to transmit again, in order to deliver to
its parent some remaining messages m in T (v). But this means that there must be further sequence of transmissions
supporting delivery of the message m to the root r . This proves that all previous transmissions from v were needless,
since earlier we could have hold other messages in v and release them only upon arrival of the messagem. Thus, having
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any particular gathering procedure, we can remove from it all transmissions that are not useful. And by doing this, we
will not increase the time complexity of the gathering procedure. The process of removing not useful transmissions is
called pruning.
Note that in any pruned gathering procedure each node v transmits only once (after it gets all messages from its
descendants). Moreover all transmissions at children of v must be executed in different rounds (in order to avoid
collisions) and only when each child is already properly informed by its children. Using an argument similar to
the one used in the last proof, we show that reversing transmissions in the pruned gathering procedure will lead
to the broadcasting procedure (in the matching model) with the same time complexity, which is (according to our
assumption) less than b. But, this contradicts the fact that the optimal broadcasting in T (r) requires b rounds.
Lemma 20. There exists a gathering algorithm that collects all messages in the root of a tree in the optimal time.
Recall now that broadcasting in a tree with root r is trivial, and it takes time E(r), where E(r) is the eccentricity
of the node r .
We now show how to perform an almost optimal gossiping in an arbitrary tree with a diameter D. Initially we
pick a central node vc, where c = d D2 e on a path P = v0, v1, . . . , vD that forms a diameter D. A distance from vc
to vD (which is D − c) is called the shorter radius and denoted by Rs(vc) and a distance from vc to v0 (which is
c) is called the longer radius and denoted by Rl(vc). Note that if D is odd then both radii are the same; otherwise
Rl(vc)− Rs(vc) = 1. While executing our gossiping algorithm we initially collect all messages in the central node vc
(using optimal gathering procedure) and then we broadcast the combined message to all other nodes of the tree. The
time complexity of our solution isMGT(T (vc))+ Rl(vc), whereMGT(vc) stands for minimal gathering time in node
vc.
We now show that any gossiping algorithm must use at least MGT(vc) + Rs(vc). And indeed, let m be the last
message (among all messages in the tree) that was delivered to vc, for the first time. Note, that this can happen at the
earliest at the timeMGT(vc). If this message comes from any neighbour that is different to vc−1, we still need at least
Rl(vc) rounds in order to complete the gossiping. However if the message m comes from vc−1 we can only say that
the gossiping requires at least Rs(vc) rounds. This gives us the lower bound MGT(vc)+ Rs(vc).
The following theorem holds:
Theorem 21. For any tree T with diameter D we can construct a gossiping algorithm that works in: optimal time,
when D is odd; and in almost (one-off) optimal time, when D is even.
6. Gossiping in time O(D)
In this section we will discuss a class of graphs in which the gossiping task can be resolved in time O(D). Initially
we show radio gossiping procedure that works in time O(D) in all graphs with a constant maximum degree ∆. Later
we show that the linear gossiping time can be achieved also in all graphs, where ∆ = O( D1−1/ i+1
logi n
), for any integer
constant i ≥ 0 and D large enough.
6.1. Gossiping in time (2D − 1)∆+ 1
The general idea of the algorithm is as follows: initially, we pick the central node c and we partition all nodes into
disjoint subsets, layers li , where 0 ≤ i ≤ D. This is followed by the gathering stage when all (other n − 1) messages
are moved to the central node c, layer by layer. Finally, a combined message (including all original messages) is
distributed from c to all other nodes, also layer by layer. In what follows we show that all messages that reside at layer
lk can be moved to a neighbouring layer lk−1 in at most ∆ rounds:
Lemma 22. All messages available at layer lk can be moved to layer lk−1 in at most ∆ rounds, where 1 ≤ k ≤ D.
Proof. We use here the notation introduced in Section 3. Let Nk = lk , and Ck−1 (subset of lk−1) be the minimal
covering set for Nk . Thus, every node in Nk is connected to some node in Ck−1, and removal of any node from
Ck−1 violates this property. Note, that every node v ∈ Ck−1 is connected to some node u ∈ Nk , such that, u is not
connected to any other node in Ck−1 − {v}; otherwise we could remove v from Ck−1. Thus, during a single round,
every node v ∈ Ck−1 receives a message mu transmitted from its unique node u ∈ Nk . Then, node u is removed
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from Nk , which means that a (virtual) degree of each node in Ck−1 is decreased by one. After removal of all u’s
involved in the transmissions we end up with a new set N ′k , and its new covering set C ′k−1 ⊂ Ck−1. We repeat the
whole process at most ∆ times, since the number of nodes in the covering set is decreased by one during each round
of transmissions. 
This means that the gossiping task in any radio network with diameter D and maximum degree∆ can be completed
in time ≤ (2D− 1)∆+ 1, where D∆ comes from the gathering stage and 1+ (D− 1)∆ from the broadcasting stage.
Theorem 23. In any graph G, with a diameter D and a constant maximum degree, the gossiping task can be
completed in time O(D).
6.2. Gossiping in graphs with larger max-degree
A gossiping algorithm presented in this section is based on the concept of efficient broadcasting O(D+log5 n)-time
procedure proposed in [16]. We use here very similar partition of a network topology into clusters and super-levels.
Cluster Graph and Tree of Clusters. Assume we have a graph G = (V, E), where |V | = n and a distinguished
node s ∈ V . Assume also that the diameter of G is at most D. A layer li in G is formed by nodes that are at (same)
distance i from s, for i = 1, . . . , D. All layers in G are grouped in x super-levels, such that, the j th super-level
is formed of layers l D( j−1)
x +1, . . . , l D( j)x , for j = 1, . . . , x . Each super-level is covered by the set of clusters, such
that, (1) each cluster has diameter O( D log nx ), (2) the union of the clusters covers the super-level, and (3) the clusters
graph can be coloured with O(log n) colours, where the clusters graph is obtained by treating each cluster as a node,
and introducing an edge between two nodes if in the original graph there is some edge that connects nodes from the
corresponding clusters or if the clusters share a common node. Note, that the number of clusters does not exceed n;
otherwise we would be able to remove at least one (redundant) of them. It also follows from the construction presented
in [16] that each cluster at the super-level i has a direct connection (an edge in the cluster graph) with some clusters at
super-levels i−1 and i+1. This property allows to define a tree of clusters, which is a BFS tree rooted in a cluster that
contains the distinguished node s. The broadcasting procedure proposed in [16] uses two types of information transfer
in clusters, from the top layer through the bottom layer of a super-level. Thus, within each cluster we have either slow
or fast transfers. The slow transfer is implemented by non-optimal broadcasting procedure, while the fast transfer is
performed along a single path of length Dx . It is known that transfers in the tree of clusters can be organized such that,
on a path from any leaf to the root of the cluster tree, there is at most O(log n) clusters involved in slow transfers,
see [16]. In our gossiping algorithms the slow transfers are implemented by limited gossiping (defined below), and
fast transfers (as in broadcasting) are performed along simple paths.
In our algorithm we use three types of communication procedures:
(1) LIMITED GOSSIPING — in which each node distributes its (currently possessed) message to all nodes within some
radius r . Note that if r = D, the limited gossiping task coincides with the gossiping problem. Note also that slow
transfers are based on limited gossiping;
(2) BETWEEN SUPER-LEVELS — in which information residing at the top layer of a lower (further from the root
cluster) super-level to the bottom layer of an upper super-level. This type of communication procedure is used
when at least one cluster of the neighbouring super-levels is involved in slow transfers;
(3) FAST TRANSFER — in which information is moved across one cluster by fast pipelined transmissions along a
simple path.
The gossiping algorithm is implemented in three stages.
(1) Initially messages in each cluster are collected in a distinguished node (possibly belonging to a fast route) in the
top layer of each cluster. This is done by LIMITED GOSSIPING, where r = D log nx , that is the maximal diameter
of each cluster. Since the cluster graph can be coloured with O(log n) colours, all limited gossipings performed
simultaneously in each cluster (at all super-levels of the cluster tree) can be preformed simultaneously with the
multiplicative log n-time overhead. Thus, if T n∆(D) stands for the time complexity of limited gossiping in a graph
with n nodes, max-degree ∆, and diameter D, the contribution of the first stage to the time complexity of our
gossiping algorithm is O(T n∆(
D log n
x ) log n).
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(2) Messages from each cluster are delivered to the root cluster and in particular to the distinguished node s. During
this stage the execution of three types of communication procedures is performed in separate (interleaved) rounds.
E.g. LIMITED GOSSIPING in rounds i ≡ 0 (mod 3), BETWEEN SUPER-LEVEL in rounds i ≡ 1 (mod 3), and
FAST TRANSFER in rounds i ≡ 2 (mod 3). Also, the execution of single rounds of communication procedures
(within each type) is synchronized across all super-levels. In particular, the procedure LIMITED GOSSIPING starts
and ends exactly at the same time in each cluster and each super-level. Moreover, when new messages arrive at
the bottom of a super-level (e.g. delivered by the BETWEEN SUPER-LEVEL communication procedure) they are
buffered at the bottom layer and allowed to traverse towards the upper layers only when the new round of LIMITED
GOSSIPING or FAST TRANSFER is about to begin.
The contribution to the time complexity of our gossiping algorithm of each of the communication procedures
is as follows:
(a) Since executions of LIMITED GOSSIPINGs are synchronized across all super-levels, simultaneous execution
of a single round of the LIMITED GOSSIPING procedure is done in time T n∆(
D log n
x ). And since each message,
traversing towards the root cluster, experiences at most O(log n) slow transfers (see the ranking mechanism
in [16]) based on LIMITED GOSSIPING the total contribution to the slowdown of each message is bounded by
O(T n∆(
D log n
x ) log n).
(b) A single execution of one round of BETWEEN SUPER-LEVELS procedure can be implemented in time∆. This
is a consequence of Lemma 22. Since each message has to pass at most x borders between super-levels the
contribution of this type of communication to the total time complexity is bounded by x∆.
(c) A simultaneous execution of FAST TRANSFER in potentially many clusters on the same super-level results in
a need of pipelined transmission of messages according to the colour of each cluster. In this case, during one
round of FAST TRANSFER, messages that traverse along a path in clusters coloured with number one start
their journey immediately, in all clusters coloured with number two messages are released three rounds later
(in order to avoid collisions between layers), in clusters coloured with number three, — six rounds later, etc.
Thus finally in clusters colored with the largest number — O(log n) rounds later. After a message is released
at the bottom layer it reaches the upper one in exactly Dx rounds (a property of a fast transfer). Thus the
contribution of this type of communication (across all super-levels) to the total time complexity is bounded by
O(x( Dx + log n)).
(3) Eventually, after all messages are successfully gathered in the distinguished node s the combined message
(containing all original messages) is broadcast to all other nodes in the graph. This can be done by reversing
the gathering process presented above, where the time complexity remains the same.
Lemma 24. The time complexity of radio gossiping in arbitrary network topology can be bounded by the recursive
equation: T n∆(D) = O(T n∆( D log nx ) log n + x(∆ + log n) + D), where x is the number of super-levels in the cluster
graph.
Iterating the recursive equation from Lemma 24 i − 1 times:


















After further substitution of the recursive component by the complexity (2D − 1)∆+ 1 (see the gossiping algorithm
presented in Section 6.1) and taking x = D 1i+1 log n, we get:
Theorem 25. T n∆(D) = O(D), for all graphs with ∆ = O( D
1−1/ i+1
logi n
) and D = Ω(logi+1 n), for all constant integers
i ≥ 0.
7. Conclusion
In this work we proposed several efficient algorithms performing radio gossiping in graphs with maximum degree
∆ bounded by the size of the diameter of the network D. However, when ∆ is large, for example, when ∆ ≈ n, we
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can only guarantee that gossiping can be completed in time n. In order to design efficient gossiping algorithms for
more complex classes of graphs one must take into account other aspects of radio network topology, apart from the
maximum degree ∆ and the diameter D. The quest for the time efficient gossiping algorithms for a wider class of
graphs remains the main unsolved problem in the field.
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